
Special Offer £225*

YOU SAVE OVER £150!

RRP £375
PRICES SUBJECT TO VAT AT 20%

Bioremediation
Spill 

Clean-up Kit
Oil 

FREE 
Emergency oil

leak trigger pack

worth £65.00

(Ideal carry-on
mower pack)

Look what you get...
� Evolution 6 litre applicator
� 4 litre pack of FleetKleen
� 1 litre pack of Remediact
� 1 litre Oil Blitz trigger pack



HARD SURFACES

RT FleetKleen
Industrial strength biological cleaner, de-greaser
and bioremediation product for use on all hard
surfaces including pavements, patios, workshop
floors, grinders, mowers and other equipment
contaminated by hydrocarbons. Contains a
powerful organic de-greaser, to lift the bond
between the surface and hydrocarbon contam -
 inant, and bacteria that starts the process of
digesting and breaking down the hydrocarbons
to carbon dioxide, water and heat.

What it is

RT FleetKleen contains naturally occurring
single-celled micro-organisms which bio-
remediate hydrocarbons it is fully sustainable
and contains no solvents, is non-hazardous,
non-corrosive, non-inflammable and neutral pH.

How it’s used

Shake concentrate, dilute between 20 and 30 to
one with clean water. Apply using pressure
sprayer or power washer – Use 2 litres of
diluted spray solution per square metre.

Two powerful Bio-remedial liquids
Lightweight spray application technology

Freephone 0800 424919  Web site: www.rigbytaylor.com  e-mail: sales@rigbytaylor.com

RT Remediact
A concentrated formulation of microbial 
bio-remediation bacterias and hydrocarbon
agents for mitigating the damage caused by
fuel or oil spills on turf and soil.

What it is

A concentrated liquid formulation of live
hydrocarbon-oxydising, naturally occurring
micro-organisms.

RT Remediact is non-hazardous, non-
inflammable, non-corrosive and non-caustic.
The product is pH neutral, biodegradable and
sustainable.

How it’s used

Apply as a spray direct to the contaminated
surface:

Shake concentrate. Add 100ml of product to
1 litre of water. Apply to 10 square metres of
contaminated area using a suitable sprayer.

5 litre Applicator
Specially labeled for easy and accurate
measurement of materials

✱ 5 litre tank capacity

✱ Large aperture for easy filling and emptying

✱ Stand alone pressure and filling system

✱ Ergonomically designed handle

✱ Filter with viton joints and stainless steel spring

FleetKleenTM & RemediactTM are products from EnviroLogic Inc, manufactured by SpillAway Projects Ltd and marketed in the UK by Rigby Taylor Ltd

Oil spill before treatment Oil spill after treatment -
scrubbed residue washed

into intercepter

SOFT SURFACES

Untreated 41 days 
after spill

Oil spill 41 days 
after treatment


